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Flake: Mormon Bibliography: 1974

mormon bibliography 1974
chad J flake
mormon bibliography 1971 BYU
several years ago
1I prefaced the mormon
studies 12
Spring 19721
292294
292 294
1972
12spring
bibliography with a note concerning the many reproductions of
mormon books available due to the offset printing method
which made such a reproduction financially profitable att
that time 1I noted the lack of expertise in selecting books for
reprinting citing several titles that were ill chosen
during the last several years new companies that is new
to the field of mormon bibliography have begun reprinting
mormon titles the more prolific are the martin mormon
reprints of provo and nauvoo xerox university microfilms
of ann arbor michigan and the S K taylor publishing company of dallas texas the least comprehensible of the three
is the S K taylor publishing company which seems to print
items without any apparent reason for instance it printed
report of the glasgow quarterly conference held in the
mechanics institution hall
june 15th and 16th 1850
which has little interest also it seems that in texas it is so
removed from utah publishing that it was unaware that everett cooley was editing elizabeth kane s twelve mormon
homes visited in succession on a journey through utah and
arizona philadelphia 1894
the result was that the university of utah reprint was a superior piece of printing to the
taylor edition and also had professor cooley s substantive
notes
selection of items to be reprinted by the martin mormon reprints is better and with few exceptions mr martin
has chosen items of great importance and scholars will enjoy
hard copies of these works his copy offset printing from

the
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xerox copies leaves much to be desired and he occasionally
prints on yellow blue and other colored papers his catalog
lists 105 pamphlets broadsides
broad sides etc and eight books of the
latter the reprinting of ethan smith s view of the hebrews
seems a bit esoteric
xerox university microfilms is including a section on mormonism in its projected microfilm collection on the american
west the selection for this is very poor including such nonessential items as robert richard s california crusoe joseph
H jackson s A narrative of the adventures and experiences
and the schmucker reworking of
of joseph H jackson
mormons in which he turned an otherhenry mayhew s the cormons
wise factual book into an anti mormon polemic missing from
the list are such necessities as john corrill s A brief history of
the leading causes of the hancock mob
william M
jose
daniels A correct account of the murder of generals pose
lose
H and hyrum smith gededrah
Ged edrah H grant s the truth for the
mormons
cormons
Mor mons heber C kimball s journal of heber C kimball
edward tullidge s life of joseph the prophet or joseph
smith s voice of truth to mention only a few
however none of these endeavors matches research publicati ons inc s reprints of 29 periodicals and 192 books pamlications
phlets etc which was described at length in BYU studies 8
1968 535
spring 1968335
555 this collection was brought together
335
under the able direction of archibald hanna jr curator yale
collection of western americana and remains the most substantive
stan tive reprint collection on mormon americana
in the current mormon bibliography most references to
general church periodicals except for selected items from the
ensign have been omitted inasmuch as they are indexed elsewhere As always great reliance has been placed on mormon

americana volume

15

historical

cormons and the
anderson C leroy and larry J halford
the mormons
4255
October 19744255
morrisine
site war montana 24
42
Morri
morrisite
1974
53
240ctober
24october
4253
19744253
new data for revising the missouri docuanderson richard L
BYU studies 14
Summer 1974
mentary history
488 501
14summer
488501
l4summer
1974488501
andrews laurel brana blank
the nineteenth century temple
architecture of the latter day saints ann arbor michigan xerox university microfilms 1974 ph D dissertation university
of michigan order 74
3567
743567

197442
1974488
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mormonism views from without and
14053
l40 53
1974 14055
Winter 197414053
within BYU studies 14
14winter
l4winter
lewinter
1974140
community and isolation some aspects
and jon haupt
8spring
8 spring
sterns
western
lV estern american literature ospring
We
of mormon westerns
westeris
and summer 19731531
31
jourMormoni sms encounter with spiritualism
mormonisms
bitton davis
4361
1451
4561
43 61
nal of mormon history 119744361
11974 1431
bradford mary L
from colony to community the washington
aaugust 19742227
D C saints ensign 4august
27
physical beginnings of the church welfare prochild paul C
585
38586
58586
BYU studies 14spring
14 spring 197438586
gram
1974 385
38386
383 86
1974383
1974385
197438386
197458386
A Q sort comparison between cultural expecchu gary G Y
tations of chinese and cultural perceptions of returned latter
day saint missionaries from the united states who had been
assigned to chinese missions masters thesis brigham young
university 1974
clark janice
the saints in samoa ensign 4december 1974

arrington

leonard J

197315
1197443
197422
1974583

20
25
2025

BYU studies
two rare missouri documents
crawley peter
14
Summer 197450227
27
1974 502
14summer
l4summer
50227
1974502
and richard L anderson
the political and social re406
34060
alities of zions camp
BYU studies 14 summer 1974 40620
20
40620
406
cormons provo
Mormons
Anth ologie francaise sur les mormons
anthologize
anthologie
decoo wilfried
brigham young university 1974
the image of mormonism in french literature part 1I
BYU studies 14
Winter 197415775
1974 157
75
14winter
l4winter
lewinter
15775
1974157
peteetneet
pay
Peteet neet town
tonn A history of payson
dixon madoline
madeline C
pal son utah
payson utah payson chronicle 1974
Dr aughton wallace R
history of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints in north carolina durham N C james L
bennett 1974
stone s ferry old letters describe colorado
ferguson constance
46 winter
river crossing by mormon pioneers in 1877 plateau 46winter

r

102
197495102
197495

some reflections on the new mormon history
flanders robert
dialogue A journal of mormon thought ospring
34 42
spring 19743442
9 9spring
1974 3442
5442
19745442
francaviglia R B
h
the mormon landscape definition of an
image in the american west
association of american geo-

197434

grap
hers proceedings
graphers

9 61
21970 5 961
219705961
2197059

the danite band of
421 50
1974 42150
197442150
1974421

gentry leland H

1838

BYU studies 14

summer
gowans fred R
cormons
Mor mons utah historical
fort bridger and the mormons
42 winter 19744967
quarterly 42winter
67
1974 49
4967
aadson dean R
hadson
the origin of non mormon settlements in utah
1847
1896 ann arbor xerox university microfilms 1973
18471896
phd dissertation michigan state university order 71
31277
7131277
mormons and Morri
cormons
sites A study in the sociology
morrisites
halford larry J
of conflict ann arbor xerox university microfilms 1973
phd dissertation university of montana order 73
15744
7315744

197449
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hurtado victor and lovisa
4march
the saints in peru ensign smarch
1974 2955
35
29
2935
19742935
19742955
197429
kimball stanley B
missouri mormon manuscripts sources in
selected societies
Summer 197445887
BYU studies 14
1974 458
87
45887
14summer
l4summer
1974458
knowles eleanor
the saints in canadas maritime provinces
ensign 4june
50
55
bjune 1974
5055
19745055
197450
uintah dream the ute treaty spanish fork
larson gustive 0

BYU studies 14
Spring 197436183
14spring
laspring
l4spring
1974361 83
A study of the general conferences of the church of
lowe jay R
jesus christ of latter day saints 18301901
1830 1901 ann arbor xerox
university microfilms 1972 phd dissertation brigham young
university order 72
29751
7229751
luce W ray
the mormon battalion A historical accident
27
38
utah historical quarterly 42
winter 1974
42winter
2738
2758
19742738
19742758
mcconkie joseph fielding
geographic factors in relation to in
serv ice
service
serd
ire needs of LDS seminary and institute personnel ann
xerox
rox university microfilms 1973 ph D dissertation
arbor xe
brigham young university order 7319587
73 19587
matthews robert J
joseph smiths translation of the bible histprove utah young house 1975
ory and commentary provo
nichols elizabeth L
the genealogical society of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints genealogical journal 1 december 197210812
12
parkin max H
the courthouse mentioned in the revelation on
Summer 197445157
zion BYU studies 14
1974 451
57
14summer
45157
l4summer
petersen devaughn christian
factors which influence members
of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints to attend
community colleges in southern california ann arbor xerox
university microfilms 1974 phd dissertation university of
southern california order 749084
74 9084
pitman leon S
A survey of nineteenth century folk housing in
the mormon culture region ann arbor xerox university microfilms 1973 phd dissertation louisiana state university order
73
27863
7327863
quinn D michael
the evolution of the presiding quorums of
2158
the LDS church journal of mormon history 11974
21
38
2138
119742138
reilly P T
kanab
canab united order the president s nephew and
the bishop
utah historical quarterly 42
280 98
spring 1974
42spring
28098
197428098
robertson R J
1830 1839
the mormon experience in missouri 18301839
parts 1I and 11
II missouri historical review 68april
68 april 1974289
1974 28998 and 68july 1974393415
1974 593
415
393415
595
393 4l5
schwartz thomas D
bayard taylor s the prophet mormonism
as literary taboo
BYU studies 14
Winter 1974
255
25547
14winter
235 47
l4winter
lewinter
23547
1974255
197423547
197425547
28
29
the saints in scandinavia ensign 4july 1974
2829
19742829
ns in zion teach themselves english
norwegians
seljaas helge
Norwegia
norwegian american studies 261974
220
28
22028
26197422028
smith frank miller
monument to spirituality sacrifice dreams
and faith build the washington temple
aaugust
ensign 4august
7713
1974 715
13
1974713
1865

197427

1972108

1974451

1197421
1974280

1974393

1974235
197428
261974220

19747
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cormons pushed their handcart train to
how the mormons
3 june 19723637
glory frontier west 3june
37 67
73
bjune
6773
197236
samoan saints sammans
samoans in the mormon village of
stanton max E
laie hawaii ann arbor xerox university microfilms 1973
phd dissertation university of oregon order 73
28638
7328638
Roa dometer
stringham guy E
utah historical
the pioneer roadometer
Summer 197425872
quarterly 42
42summer
72
1974 258
25872
1974258
sweeney john jr
A history of the nauvoo legion in illinois
master s thesis brigham young university 1974
zaj
117
in the mormon core area
settlement processes raj
wahlquist wayne L
smythe mel

university of nebraska 1974

1847
1890 lincoln
18471890

tation
walker elizabeth cottam
montana 24
October
240ctober
24october

phd

disser-

brigham young s deseret alphabet

57
19745457
197454
the commencement of

godbeite
beite protest
the God
walker ronald W
42 summer 1974
another view utah historical quarterly 42summer
216
244
216244
the keep a pitchinin or the mormon pioneer was human
BYU studies 14spring
14 spring 197435144
3 3144
1974
31 44
5144
1974351
197433144
1974331
womans
comans
Womans place is in the constitution
white jean bickmore
the struggle for equal rights in utah in 1895 utah historical
54469
544
344
quarterly 42
fall 1974
69
42fall
34469
197434469
fail
fali
1974344
we are the church in iran ensign dapril
williams pamela S
4april

19741012
19741012

some demographic aspects of one
laurence milton
master s thesis
hundred early mormon converts 1830
1837
18301837
brigham young university 1974

yorgason

DOCTRINAL

A computer analysis of
adams L lamar and alvin C rencher
the isaiah authorship problem BYU studies 15 autumn 1974
102
95
95102

ainsworth charles H
for time and eternity the mormon concept of marriage
in selected readings for marriage and the
family edited by charles H winnie T and fern C ainsworth
new york MSS information corporation 1973 pp
ap 53
79
5379
immortality salt lake city hawkes publishing
allred gordon
1974

andrus hyrum L

doctrines of the kingdom

bookcraft 1973

what

is

provo

zioni
zion

1973
backman milton V
book 1973

salt lake city

brigham young university press

A distinct theology

salt lake city deseret

patriarchal order of family governblackmore harold woolley
ment
hurricane utah H W blackmore 1974
on doing theology BYU studies 14
bradford M gerald

spring 197434559
59
1974345
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braun henry thoughts of a mormon convert pro and con vol
1i
salt lake city the watchmen upon the towers of latter
day israel 1974
brigham young university
speeches of the year BYU devotional
and 10 stake fireside addresses 1973 provo brigham young
university press 1974
cheesman paul R
these early americans external evidences of
the book of mormon salt lake city deseret book 1974
cheville roy
scriptures from ancient america independence mo
herald house 1974
A singular life salt lake city deseret book 1974
clark carol
clark james edward
why 1I believe salt lake city bookcraft
1973

dunn paul H and richard M eyre
relationships
self
god
family
salt lake city bookcraft 1974
dyer alvin R precepts of men salt lake city deseret book 1973
cormons and waterhanging by a thread mormons
england eugene
18
1974 9918
gate dialogue 9summer 1974918
youa
yon
you7 provo bi world pubgriffin ladean
Is any sick among you

19749

lishers 1974

hanks marion D
the gift of self salt lake city bookcraft 1974
now and forever salt lake city bookcraft 1974
A critique of
secular or sectarian history
hill marvin S
no man knows my history church history 43march
43 march 1974
78
96
7896
irving gordon

of adoption one phase of the developBYU
ment of the mormon concept of salvation 1830
1900
18301900
14 spring 1974291314
studies 14spring
1974 291
314
291314
1974291
seers savants
savanis and evolution the uncomjeffrey duane E
for table interface
fortable
Winter 19744175
dialogue 8 Autumn
8autumnwinter
autumnwinter
197441 75
prophetic proof of the divinity of jesus christ
jeppson joseph G
salt lake city deseret book 1971
kane robert wayne spencer and barry rigby
birth control attMor monville salt lake city ap
itudes and practices in mormonville
np 1974
kraut ogden
the seventies dugway utah pioneer press 1974
stand ye in holy places salt lake city deseret
lee harold B
book 1974
maxwell neal A
that my family should partake salt lake city
deseret book 1974
millett robert L
the perfected millennial kingdom salt lake
city hawkes publishing 1974
muren joseph C
causes and prevention of inactivity in the church
ogden utah temple publications 1974
index to the journal of discourses containing
murphy steven M
unique doctrinal themes salt lake city ap
np 1974
parker clyde and brent miller
dialogues on science and rellog
Autumn Winter 1974
8autumnwinter
igion dialogue 8 autumnwinter
10955
10953
33
109
10933
197410933
1974109
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perry david earl
the relevance and effectiveness of four book
of mormon prophets and their teachings phd dissertation
brigham young university 1974
womans reach salt lake city deseret book
A comans
spafford belle S
1974
stewart john J
how to gain a testimony of the gospel of jesus
christ salt lake city deseret book 1974
mormon theodemocracy theocratic and
warner edward ailen
allen
alien
democratic elements in early latter day saint ideology 1827films
flims 1973 phd
microflims
microfilms
1846 ann arbor xerox university Micro
73
dissertation university of iowa order
30998
7330998
ism s anti black policy and promormonism
mornion
white 0 kendall jr
spects for change journal of religious thought 29autumn
39 60
1972 5960
3960
winter 19723960
197239
197259
some that trouble you subcultures in mormonwyatt clair L
ism salt lake city bookcraft 1974

inspirational
stories of power and purpose salt lake city
anderson leland E
bookcraft 1974
testimony salt lake city deseret book 1974
barnes kathleen H
bushnell daniel D and melba S
faith promoting experiences
provo utah upper case publishing & printing co 1973
A Belie
beile
belle
believing
cracroft richard H and neal E lambert
pina
jing
vlna people
literature of the latter day saints provo brigham young university press
eyre richard M
1974

1974

the

discovery of joy salt lake city bookcraft

foxley william
the church composer and the church performer notes of the LDS composers association 21971417
17
gabbott mabel jones
womans way salt lake city bookcraft
A comans

219714

1974

hartshorn leon R
powerful stories from the lives of latter day
saint men salt lake city deseret book 1974
hawkes laura M
reading for the young at heart salt lake city
hawkes publishing 1973
heaton alma
gospel learning motivators salt lake city bookcraft 1973
stories of conversion through the reading of
heinerman jacob
the book of mormon accounts of testimonies received by converts through reading the book of mormon manti utah
mountain valley publishers 1974
mangum milton
sagebrush and lilacs bountiful utah B & M
publishing 1974
montgomery jo
to serve with love independence mo herald
house 1974
sill sterling W
the majesty of books salt lake city deseret
book 1974
book1974
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yorgason biame
miracles and the latter day saint teenager
blaine
blame M
manti utah mountain valley publishers 1974
mothers in our scriptures salt lake city
zobell albert L jr
deseret book 1974
BIOGRAPHY AND FAMILY HISTORY

harold B lee an appreciation both historical
and personal dialogue 8 8autumnwinter
Autumn
lal4 17
Winter 19751417
1973
1975 1417
autumnwinter
19731417
197314
wilford woodruff sportsailen james B and herbert H frost
allen
alien

ailen james
allen
alien

B

1974113

BYU studies 14
17
Autumn 197411317
14autumn
l4autumn
andrus hyrum L
they knew the prophet salt lake city bookcraft 1974
Wl estern
western
arrington leonard J charles C rich mormon general and westeyn
frontiersman provo brigham young university press 1974

man

pioneer portraits lorenzo hill
and richard jensen
17 summer 197528
hatch idaho yesterdays 17summer
1973
1975 2288
197328
riding herd A conversabitton davis and maureen ursenbach
tion with juanita brooks dialogue 9spring
33
ospring 19741133
on the ragged edge the life and times of dudlbrooks juanita
ey leavitt salt lake city utah state historical society 1973
A study of some ecobrough R clayton and phillip T brammer
nomic residential and perceptual characteristics of brigham
young university professors provo utah brigham young university department of geography 1974
sony
mansons
ram
rawsons
ransons
brown archie leon
fony
sons
141 years of mormon heritage Raw
Ran
pioneers oakland california archie leon
browns angels
angells
brown 1973
butcher marie ross compiler
hakan anderson and mariane marie
nielsen provo utah J grant stevenson 1972
christensen james charles holst
hoist and mary card christensen
the
histories of james charles holst
hoist christensen and mary card
christensen as told may 29 1971 ap
np 1971
pioneer men of arizona mesa arizona
clayton roberta flake
roberta flake clayton 1974 roberta flake clayton began working on this book shortly after her 97th birthday most of the
mormons and are often poorly written
biographies are of arizona cormons
it is a monument to a person of that age who is legally blind
cook melvin alonzo
the autobiography of melvin A cook vol
1 reflections on ancestry and early
life salt lake city melvin
A cook foundation 1973
croft alfred russell
out of our past A brief history of alfred
russell croft sr and irene hutch
Hatch ings crop
hutchings
croft compiled and written
by themselves provo utah J grant stevenson 1973
flake carol read
of pioneers and prophets boise idaho joel A

19732
197411

flake 1974
flake lawrence R
butler 1974
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gardner helen richards

levi richards 17991876
1799 1876 some of his
ancestors and descendants logan utah helen richards gard-

ner 1973

charles shumway A pioneers life provo
godfrey kenneth W
utah J grant stevenson 1974
graham ina agnes
my aunt ina coolbrith
pacific historian

17fall 19731219
19731219

gygi george R
press 1973

profile of a prophet salt lake city fine arts

hartley william
in order to be in fashion 1I am called on a
mission wilford woodruffs
woodruffe parting letter to emma as he
BYU studies 15 autumn 1974
joins the underground
12
110
11012
hesslink george K
kimball young seminal american sociologist swedish descendant and grandson of mormon leader brigham young
the swedish pioneer historical quarterly 25
1974 115
33
april 197411533
11533
1974115
hinton wayne K A biographical history of mahonri M young
A western american artist provo utah brigham young university 1974
jessee dean C
letters of brigham young to his sons salt lake
city deseret book 1974
the prophets letters to his sons part 1I and 2 ensign
6268
1974 6569
63 69 and dapril
62 68
.6268
4march
smarch 19746369
6268
6369
4april 1974
19746268

197463
writings of

the
quarterly 4july

1973

brigham

197462
young western
vestern

historical

273
94
27394

kiddle elizabeth proctor and marion proctor brandley the family
lVin
ivin chester proctor provo utah J grant stevenson
of auer winchester
1973
larkin israel smith
israel larkin smith edited compiled and arranged by montrue grey larkin st george utah accuprint
1973
lyman eliza maria partridge
life and journal of eliza maria partridge lyman ap
np nd
mikkelsen D craig
the politics of B H roberts dialogue

9summer 19742533
19742533

moffitt john clifton

np
ap

cordelia morley cox woman of wilderness

1974

nielson frihoff G
journal of frihoff godfrey nielson phoenix
arizona frihoff ellis nielson 1974
peter maughn family organization
peter maughn family history
logan utah peter maughn family organization 1971
reid agnes just letters of long ago salt lake city tanner trust
fund university of utah library 1973
rosenhouse leo
samuel brannan Cali
californias
fornias first executioner
golden west
ivest amay
62 63
1974 12
15 6263
8may 19741215
1215
shipps jan
the prophet puzzle suggestions leading toward a
more comprehensive interpretation of joseph smith journal of
mormon history 11974320
3320
20
11974 520

197412

119743
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smith calvin N
joseph smith the prophet of nauvoo illinois
speech and theatre journal fall winter 1973
the public speaking of joseph smith ann arbor xerox
university microfilms 1966 phd dissertation purdue university order 66
04304
04504
6604304
george henry and jessie mcniven taggart ap
taggart scott
np

taggart & co 1973
tinney thomas milton
the royal family of the prophet joseph
smith jr salt lake city tinney greene family organization
1973

ursenbach octave
biography of octave ursenbach 22 november
21 february 1871 edited by verena ursenbach hatch
1832
provo utah M ephraim hatch 1974
memories of a uintah basin farm utah
wahlquist loreen P
165 77
historical quarterly 42spring
42 spring 1974 16577
walker ronald W
houses and the making of a mormon
stenhouses
the Sten
image journal of mormon history 11974
51
72
5172
119745172
warner
wamer jesse lenard
coceto creek taylors provo utah J
the coneto
grant stevenson 1973
our sixty years
warnock irvin L and lexia dastrup warnock
together the story of our lives provo utah J grant steven-

1197451

son 1973
west wood richard elwyn jr
westwood
westwood family history vol 1
provo utah J grant stevenson 1973
young walter ernest the diary of IV ernest young provo utah
walter ernest young 1973
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review 2fall
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51
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19733851
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notable mormon books 18301857
1830 1857
provo utah friends of the brigham young university library
1974
journal of mormon history ogden utah mormon history association 1974
vernon glenn M ed
measuring mormonism salt lake city association for the study of religion nd
research on mormonism salt lake city association for the
study of religion 1974

197338
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